REPORT OF THE NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

SLATE OF NOMINEES FOR THE UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE VACANCY

UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE

Nominees                                      Continuing Members

One to be elected to complete a term ending August 17, 1997.

Santiago Daydi-Tolson  Prof  Sp&Port   Randall Ryder   CurrIns  99
James Sappenfield      Prof  EngCpLit  Yehuda Yannay   Music   99
                        Margo Anderson (Chair)   History  98
                        George Davida   EE/CS  98
                        René Gratz       HlthSci  97
                        Gregory Iverson  Linguis  97
                        Thomas O’Brien   Math Sci 97
                        (Pres pro tem-Fac Sen)

Nominations from the floor to be made at the Faculty Senate Meeting, November 21, 1996.

PLEASE CONTACT THE PERSON YOU WISH TO NOMINATE PRIOR TO THE MEETING TO OBTAIN HIS/HER CONSENT.

Nominations Committee

Mary Lynne Collins, Chair
Patrick Bellegarde-Smith
Lisa Bradford
Kristie Hamilton
Marilyn E. Miller, ex-officio
Paul Nystrom
Rene Peralta
Leslie Schulz